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ISSUE 4 - FREE
YOUR ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO
RECORD SHOPPING & MUSIC IN INDIANA

THE OFFICIAL RSD “LIST” AND HOW TO PURCHASE!
Inside this Issue is the complete 2022
RSD List, including bumps to the
RSD Drops date on June 18th! Check
out all the titles we will have available
on the big day, April 23rd, and use it
as a reference for when you get to ﬂip
through all the RSD titles at the shop
that day! Then plan ahead for 6/18!

20 YEARS AT THE SHOP...
Twenty years is a long time for any business,
let alone a record shop! Read about the history
of Indy CD & Vinyl as written by journalist Seth
Johnson, plus great photos of in-stores and
events in the shop over the last two decades.
Despite changes in ownership, the Great Recession and a global pandemic, however, Indy
CD & Vinyl is still pumping music out onto
Broad Ripple Avenue, while introducing customers to an artist that could change their life
each and every day.

IN-STORE PHOTOS
Did you know Indy CD & Vinyl has
hosted hundreds of bands and artists who have performed at the
shop?
Check out the list of artists to have
played at Indy CD & Vinyl, along with
some photos we dug up - from Abigail Washburn to Jurassic 5, Mumford & Sons to Haste The Day, Courtney Barnett to Baroness, and from
Oreo Jones to Flogging Molly!

INDYCDANDVINYL.COM
EMPLOYEE PICKS
As a nod to this issue’s theme (the
15th annual Record Store Day event
and our own 20th Anniversary),
check out our store staff picks of the
#RSD exclusive releases and what
each of us is looking forward to spinning. There are so many from which
to choose, we are so excited!

NEW LOCAL PARTNER
Indy Urban Hardwood, based in Indianapolis, is creating amazing furniture and art with reclaimed, recycled, and locally harvested trees
from Central Indiana!
Indy CD & Vinyl has paired with Brian
Presnell at Indy Urban Hardwood to
create unique ICD&V-branded record
display holders from locally-sourced
trees, saved from the landfill by Brian
and used to create masterpieces!

THE SPINNER:
NOTES FROM
ANNIE & ANDY
AT THE SHOP

W

e want to thank all
our friends, family,
regulars, customers, and
online shoppers for all of
the support, input, and
encouragement over the
past twenty years we have
been open in Indianapolis!
We also want to thank all
of you readers for the positive reviews and feedback
on our newspaper! We
honestly had no idea print
media would prove this
popular, yet here you are
reading a sidebar from us!
We will be celebrating our
20th birthday on Broad
Ripple Avenue the day
after Record Store Day
2022, Sunday April 24th,
complete with outdoor
concert, food and beer
from Sahm’s and Big Lug,
vendors, and a big party to
celebrate!
Issue #5 will be coming
out in June 2022 in advance of Customer Appreciation Day on June 18 - a big
day also paired up with the
RSD ‘Drops’ date for 2022.
We are in love with the
music we sell and the industry we are in, and the
support you showed us
and the patience you exhibited as we navigated the
pandemic has confirmed
our decision that the music business is the best business in the world. It is our
job to make people happy,
and we love doing it! -A2
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TWENTY YEARS OF INDY CD & VINYL
A look back at the history of Indy’s largest
independent record store
By: Seth Johnson
Two decades is a long time for any business
to keep its doors open — especially an independent record store.
Despite changes in ownership, the Great
Recession and a global pandemic, however,
Indy CD & Vinyl is still pumping music out
onto Broad Ripple Avenue, while introducing customers to an artist that could change
their life each and every day.
“I love showing people music,” says Indy
CD & Vinyl co-owner Annie Skinner, who’s
worked at the shop since it first opened in
2002. “I love the joy I can see when they hear
something new, or even something old.”
Having welcomed countless music lovers
through their
doors over the
years, Indy CD
& Vinyl has also
played host to
hundreds of
artists large
and small on
their in-store
stage, from local legends like
Margot and the
Nuclear So and The Indy CD & Vinyl staff in 2006
So’s to internationally acclaimed acts like Courtney Barnett,
Death Cab for Cutie and Jurassic 5. With all
of this being said, the store is prepared to
throw a party of grand proportions this Record Store Day Weekend, commemorating
20 years of hard work with a very special celebration on Sunday, April 24.
“This year, we have the phenomenon of
15 years of Record Store Day, but then 20
years of the record store,” says Indy CD &
Vinyl co-owner Andy Skinner. “That and the
COVID numbers are getting so much better,
so we’re really going to party.”

Lake City.
“In the ‘60s, I think Mormon culture really
dominated [in Salt Lake City], and I don’t
think they were into the ‘60s music movement, which is where a lot of interest for
vinyl comes from,” Zeigler says. “Even today,
people are buying up all kinds of ‘60s groups.
And 30 years ago, that’s where the vinyl was
because companies weren’t putting out vinyl
for new groups, and they weren’t reissuing.
So it was almost all used, and that vinyl culture really didn’t exist.”
After finding a great deal of success in Salt
Lake City, Zeigler eventually decided to pick
up his store and move it elsewhere due to
family reasons. Being from Indiana, he was
plenty aware of Broad Ripple and its cultural
relevance to the state. With this in mind, he
brought Indy CD & Vinyl to its first location
at 808 Broad Ripple Ave. in May 2002. (Note:
The store would eventually
move to 806 Broad Ripple Ave.
a few years later.)
“We literally picked up the
whole store — the counters,
the racks, the inventory, everything — and moved it,” Zeigler
says.
Along with the shop’s physical
contents, Zeigler was also able
to recruit a few of his Salt Lake
City employees to come along
for the adventure in Indianapolis. One of
these two individuals happened to be Annie
Skinner, who had no idea she’d be staying in
Indy for the long-term.
“I wasn’t going to stay, but then I saw the
opportunity in staying because I thought
Indy was great,” Annie says. “There were a
lot of great shows that I didn’t ever have the
option of seeing in Salt Lake — there were
really great bands playing at the Patio all the
time. It was just a really great place for me,
and I blossomed.”

Upon relocating to Broad Ripple, Zeigler’s
HOW IT ALL STARTED
shop didn’t initially find the success that he
once had with Salt City
Rather surprisingly, the oriCD’s, primarily because InThis year, we have
gins of Indy CD & Vinyl begin
dianapolis provided a new
with a shop that was started
level of competition. “I’m
the phenomenon
by Rick Zeigler in Salt Lake
not going to say it was an
of
15
years
of
ReCity called Salt City CD’s.
easy transition because
cord Store Day,
Although born and raised in
our first store was so emMuncie, Zeigler (looking for a
bedded in the Salt Lake
but then 20 years
job in clinical psychology at
City community — and we
of
the
record
store
the time) found himself living
didn’t have any competi[as well]
in Salt Lake City in the early
tion there,” Zeigler says.
‘90s and discovered the urge
“Moving to Broad Ripple,
to start his own record store.
we had competition. Music Land was just up the
“The first thing I do in whatever city I go to
street, and LUNA was around [on the north
is look for a good record store, and I couldn’t side].”
find one in Salt Lake City — a city of a million
people,” Zeigler says. “There wasn’t really a
In due time, though, Indy CD & Vinyl found
store that I liked. So that made me think,
its footing in the Broad Ripple neighbor‘Well gee. I’d prefer to have a record store as
hood, which Zeigler greatly attributes to
opposed to doing clinical psychology.’ My
Annie and her customer engagement.
wife and I talked it over. I pursued it, did research and found a location.”
“It took about three or four years, but we
eventually became pretty well established —
Started in 1992, Zeigler named the store Salt
and Annie had a lot to do with that because
City CD’s because he liked the alliteration,
she is so customer-friendly,” Zeigler says. “I’m
but also due to the fact that vinyl wasn’t
more of an introvert. I really handle the back
really in high demand at that time in Salt
room, inventory
[CON’T ON PG 4]

INDY CD & VINYL PAIRS WITH INDY URBAN HARDWOOD FOR A UNIQUE ITEM
Hardwood extraordinaire Brian
Presnell makes custom record
holders for shop
By: Seth Johnson
If you’ve been to a homegrown
Indianapolis business as of late,
there’s a good chance you’ve seen
the work of Indy Urban Hardwood
founder Brian Presnell.

“When you think about my connection to music, I grew up with Indiana Jones and Topspeed — those
are like my brothers,” Presnell says.
“So I’m a hip-hop head that grew up
with those dudes. I did all the Mudkids’ artwork for years.”

He continues, “As you get to understand Indianapolis hip-hop, I’m like
Ricky Powell. I’m the art kid from
From custom furniture to carefully
Indy who was side by side with the
crafted charcuterie boards, Presnell hip-hop dudes in the early days. I
and his team do it all when it comes always had my camera on me. I was
to woodwork, using the surplus of
always busting pictures with whoIndiana ash wood they’ve collected
ever came to town. I’ve got pictures
over the years to provide local busi- with Atmosphere and Eyedea at the
nesses with affordable hardwood
Melody in the early ‘90s. So that’s
solutions. Having worked with sevme.”
eral music-related businesses, Indy
Urban Hardwood now has products While rubbing shoulders with felfeatured in Indy CD & Vinyl, with
low Indianapolis artists, Presnell
custom record holders
displaying the shop’s
newest releases.
An Indy native, Presnell
has a long history of
doing woodwork in the
Circle City.
“On the woodworking
end, I’ve been making
stuff since I was a kid,”
he says. “I went to Ben
Davis on the westside,
and then I went to Herron and studied furniture design. I graduated
[from there] in ’95. So I’ve been doing this for a minute.”
In addition to his lifelong love of
woodwork, Presnell also has a
deep-seated passion for Indianapolis local music, which dates back to
the glory days of his friends in the
legendary Naptown hip-hop group
the Mudkids.

has also had his hand in a number
of music-related builds over the
years, most notably working with
MOKB Presents president Josh
Baker on designing both versions of
Indy’s Hi-Fi music venue (the initial
200-capacity space as well as the
revamped 400-capacity one).
“Baker and me did all of that as a
team, as far as the design,” Presnell
says. “We got the Hi-Fi, and helped

design and build that. Then, I did
the second version with him and
helped design and build a lot of the
stuff over there.”
No stranger to creative collaborations, Presnell worked with Indy CD
& Vinyl co-owner Andy Skinner to
construct custom record holders for
the record shop using excess wood
from other projects.
“He had a need and we had material,” Presnell says. “When we do a lot
of our tables, if they’re dimensional, we’ll cut the live edges off. The
live edges are the natural shapes of
the tree. And if you’re trimming off
two inches of the side of the tree,
well that makes a pretty nice record
stand when you cut a notch in it.”
As a locally owned business using
Indiana hardwood and tools made
right here in the state, Presnell says
he loves helping out local businesses whenever he can. For this reason,
it was his pleasure to bring Indy CD
& Vinyl’s record holder concept to
life.
“99% of the reason they came to us
is because we’re local, and we want
to help support one another,” Presnell says. “And I love them. They’re
good people.”
Much like it was with Indy CD &
Vinyl, Presnell says the door at Indy
Urban Hardwood is always open if a
local business finds itself in need of
a hardwood solution.
“Any local business that wants to
work with us, please come over
here,” Presnell says. “We’ll help you,
man. That’s where it’s at for us —
keeping it around town.”

*20 YEARS OF INDY CD & VINYL
(cont’d from pg 2)
and all that. I mean, I like interacting
with customers, but it’s not my natural
thing. For Annie, it’s her natural thing.”
It was thanks to Rick that Indy CD
& Vinyl also became a member of
the Coalition of Independent Music
Stores (CIMS) — a collective of 40 independently owned record stores in 25
states throughout the country. Through
CIMS, Indy CD & Vinyl has been able
to build close relationships with other
premiere record stores in the U.S., while
also having joint buying power as a coalition.
“You don’t have to start from the beginning with a lot of these people — they
just get it,” Annie says of the fellow
CIMS members. “That is so nice. There’s
a lot of information in this business.”
After his mother fell ill in 2013, Zeigler
made the decision to move on from
Indy CD & Vinyl in order to carry on the
beautification

“I said, ‘Everything seems to be lining
up. This would be a good time to either
sell the store if they can do it or close up
shop,’” Zeigler says. “And I’m very glad
that they were able to buy the business.”
Zeigler still stays involved with music to
this day through his work on the Muncie Three Trails Music Series.
THE A-SQUARED ERA
Appropriately, Annie and Andy Skinner
first met at Indy CD & Vinyl, when Annie
was an employee in the record store’s
early days.
“She had been here a full year before
we met,” Andy says. “She had plans to
hang out with Greg The Mayor, but I
was hanging out with Greg The Mayor
too. So he was like, ‘Let’s go pick up my
friend Annie. She’s getting off work at
the record store.’ He introduced us at
the shop, and we ended up giving her a
ride home.”

Annie and Andy
would cross
paths several
more times after
this first encounter, most notably
on the Mineshaft
dancefloor at
the bar’s Thirsty
Thursdays night.
“Any time ‘Tainted Love’ by Soft
Cell came on, we
would seek each
other out, dance
to that song, and
then go back to
our respective
Indy Star coverage of the sale of the shop in late 2013.
With Annie and
camps,” Andy
Andy (now married) interested in keep- says. Eventually, the two went on their
ing the store going, Zeigler decided to
first date in January 2004 (to an Old
sell Indy CD & Vinyl to them, eventually
97s show at the Vogue), and the rest is
shifting focus to his mother and father’s history. They’ve now been married since
foundation.
2006 and had their son Liam in 2013.
foundation his
mother and father had started
in Muncie (the
Sherman and
Marjorie Zeigler
Foundation). “The
foundation was a
great thing. And
if I didn’t take it
over, I thought it
would just fold up
and go away,” Zeigler says. “I didn’t
want to see that
happen.”

After taking over the store in 2013, Annie and Andy (who also run their own
production company called A-Squared
Industries) wanted to make Indy CD &
Vinyl feel more like their own. From new
paint to fresh carpet, they did a little bit
of everything to freshen up the store.
Most notably, Annie and Andy decided
to completely move the shop’s front
counter to take better advantage of
their prime Broad Ripple locale.
“You can have square footage literally
anywhere. You put records inside it, and
you have yourself a record store,” Andy
says. “But why do we pay rent at this
address? It’s the big windows on the
sunny side of Broad Ripple Avenue.”
Andy continues, “At the time, the cash
registers were right at the door. And if
you took all the posters out of the windows, you’d be looking at employees’
butts.
So the first big thing we did when we
decided to renovate was turn the point
of sale, so if somebody walks in the
front door, an employee is looking right
at them and is able to greet them. It’s
a more natural feel, and it’s more welcoming.”
In addition to making interior changes,
Annie and Andy also made a point to
hire more staff at the shop as well. “Increasing customer service really helped
the store blossom so much by getting
more staff, having more opinions, and
getting a lot of different types of music
in here. So that was big,” Annie says. As
part of this staff expansion, a major addition was hiring on a dedicated record
buyer, in order to bolster the store’s
used section.
“Having a buyer on staff all the time was
a big change from how the store was.
That, in turn, made our used [section]
just explode,” Annie says. “You could see
the used [section]
[CON’T ON PG 5]

WHERE ARE THEY NOW? A FEW FORMER SHOP EMPLOYEES:
SCOTT MATELIC
Originally hailing from Indianapolis, former Indy CD &
Vinyl employee Scott Matelic has been living in Brooklyn for the past 12 years,
working at EMI/Capitol
and now Horizon Media,
DJing all around the City,
and creating music.
Recently released on a
very small LP run of 200
on Potions Music, Scott’s
newest record, “In A Sky Blue” is as amazing as they
come. You should check out the rest of Scott’s discography on his bandcamp site: scottmatelic.bandcamp.
com.
KYLE HODGES
Former Indy CD & Vinyl employee Kyle Hodges has
pretty much done it all! Before he worked at the record store, Kyle owned Karma Records in Greenwood,
and promoted and DJ’d incredible events here in Indy.

Kyle has been living in Chicago for the past 10 years,
working as Minister of Propaganda for Dark Matter Coffee. Overseeing the marketing, branding and
collaborative projects for the coffee and chocolate
company, celebrating their
fifteenth year of operation.
With over 100 different collaborations like Netflix, Run the
Jewels, Prince, Vans, My Block,
My Hood, My City, even Woody
Guthrie, the projects are a
wide array of people, places
and purposes. Whether raising
awareness for causes, money
for charity, or just having fun,
having plenty of coffee available sure does come in handy.
As if that weren’t enough, Kyle still DJs a few large
events each year, and sits on the Advisory Board for
the Museum of Post-Punk and Industrial Music with
Annie & Andy at the record store!

*20 YEARS OF INDY CD & VINYL
(cont’d from pg 4)
just multiply and multiply. We started to make used
more of a priority, and that has drastically changed
the store. Our used collection is now world class.
Whereas, before, it was good but had potential.”
As the A-Squared duo have continued making improvements to the shop, they’ve always made it a
point to ensure Indy CD & Vinyl is a safe place where
all are welcome, even when it comes down to the
way records are displayed.
“I try to create a safe space for female and female-identified customers,” Annie says. “And being
on the floor, digging for records, is not always a safe
space. So I try to make it comfortable for our clientele.”
When it comes to the atmosphere at Indy CD &
Vinyl, Annie
and Andy
ensure visitors their
shop is
nothing like
the elitist
record stores
portrayed in
movies like
High Fidelity.
The 2018 staff, laughing after RSD festivities

“I hate that
mentality. I hate gatekeeping,” Annie says. “Music is
a perspective. It changes one person’s life, and how
can you say that’s different than you. That is something that’s very important to me, as far as an employee, as a customer, as a co-worker and as a record
shopper myself.”
Andy adds, “We have made this store in our image
because we ourselves are record shoppers.”
With a deep-seated love for Indy and its people,
Annie and Andy also try to intentionally have a hand
in organizations they support, whether that’s been
a Girls Rock! Indy fundraiser or a Musical Family Tree
local music showcase. In doing this, the duo is ultimately carrying out their primary mission, which is
to make the city a better place through the power of
music.
“We’re not Mother Teresa — we are a for-profit business for sure,” Andy says. “But at the same time, it’s
important for us to know that there’s more than
money in this. Why did we get into this business in
the first place? It’s because we love music.”
And at the end of the day, the A-Squared duo also
finds joy in working together on something they
both wholeheartedly care about.
“She and I have a particular passion that brought
us together as a couple in the first place, and now,
that’s our singular job,” Andy says.

A shop full of customers for another in-store artist performance.

ROCK
THE RUINS
AT HOLLIDAY PARK

CO UN T IN G CR O W S • L A K E S T R EE T D I VE
T HE W OOD BR OT HE R S & G U S T E R
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JE SS I E J AM E S D EC K ER & M O R E !

BUY TICKETS AT ROCKTHERUINS.COM

INDY CD & VINYL
EMPLOYEE PICKS
AS.

ANNIE
SKINNER

Blur - Bustin’ + Dronin’
I’m so happy to finally see this on the list!
For Record Store Day 2022, Blur will release
a special, double heavyweight colored vinyl
edition of their 1998,
Japan-only remix compilation Bustin’ + Dronin’ featuring mixes of
tracks from their 1997
eponymously
titled,
number one album.
Originally only available as a 2-CD set including a Radio 1 John
Peel session, only a handful of copies made
their way over to the UK on import. I particularly love Moby’s remix of “Beetlebum” and I
can’t wait to hear it on vinyl for the first time.
Karen Dalton - Shuckin’ Sugar
I’m really looking forward to hearing this
previously unreleased Karen Dalton performance featuring seven never-before-heard
songs. This RSD release is limited to 3500
copies worldwide, and was pressed at Third
Man Pressing on transparent, vinyl and includes a heavy insert featuring a treasure trove of newly discovered photos, and a 6,000
word essay.

JS.

JARRY
SNYDER

ALAN VEGA - Jukebox Babe b/w
Speedway
Jukebox Babe is a single by Suicide
frontman Alan Vega that was originally
released in
1981. It’s super strange
and super
catchy. It’s
cool
that
they’re giving it a
special RSD
reissue. The
B side contains an unreleased track of Speedway
(supposedly one of Alan’s favorites). I’ll
most likely have to cop a copy.
ROKY ERICKSON & THE EXPLOSIVES Halloween II: Live 2007
“Recorded live at the Bowery Ballroom
in 2007, this record highlights Roky’s
comeback era with the Explosives as
his backing band. The setlist is insane
and includes the majority of my favorite Roky songs. It even includes the 13th
Floor Elevators single “You’re Gonna
Miss Me”. We miss you Roky.

ID.

ISABELLA
DEVOY

The Damned Strawberries
What’s better than
a repressing of the
fifth studio album
by The Damned?
Making it strawberry scented. Happy 40th birthday,
Strawberries (For
Pigs)!
The Replacements - Unsuitable for
Airplay: The Lost KFAI Concert (Live)
Nothing screams a good time like the
words “unsuitable for airplay.” Recorded
in the midst of recording my favorite album and their debut, Sorry Ma, Forgot
to Take Out the Trash - this 27 song live
recording is packed with many of the
recordings that would end up on that
album, plus some choice covers.
PUNK 45: I’M A MESS! D-I-Y OR DIE!
ART, TRASH & NEON – PUNK 45S IN
THE UK 1977-78
I love love love the Soul Jazz Records
punk compilations for wading through
the punk wastelands and pulling out
these super hard to find singles to share with us. Many of these singles were
self-released private press or independent label 45s aka near impossible to
cop making these releases definite
must haves.

KS.

KELSEY
SIMPSON

Prince- The Gold Experience
This and maybe Diamonds & Pearls are
the only NPG albums I really care about
in terms of Prince world. Featuring “The
Most Beautiful Girl In The World”, written for ex wife
Mayte
Garcia,
this album is an
important benchmark for Prince’s vibe in the
‘90s.
Breakin’: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
I’m a 1980s fanatic, it’s true. Breakin’ is both important and aesthetically on point for
everything that makes my heart sing.
Also, I once ran a fake Boogaloo Shrimp
Facebook profile just to showcase us as
being in a relationship, so... you know
I’m hyped for this.

JJ.

JOE
JOVINGO

HANDSOME BOY MODELING SCHOOL
So… How’s Your Girl?
Annie turned me on to this record years
ago and it has been impossible to find
ever since. Hip hop/electronic/downtempo record for fans of the classic 90s style.
The credits run deep on this one so be
sure to read the liner notes! Side note:
always trust Annie’s recommendations.
Czarface - Czarmageddon
It’s fun to see new releases on the list. I
haven’t heard this one yet but I’m always
excited for Czarface records. You’ll regret
not picking up this limited release.
DEVO
Oh, No! It’s
Devo
D e v o
a l w a y s
puts
out
cool
stuff on RSD.
This one is
a picture
disc of a record that has been out of print for a very
long time. It’s not easy to find otherwise
so get it while you can.
Buy ‘em or don’t.

JM.

JUDAH
MOORE-DENK

RECORD STORE DAY
RELEASES

AS.

ANDY
SKINNER

The Cure - Pornography
The Cure at the peak of their early heavy/dark sound, reissued here on heavy
vinyl picture disc. I am excited to add
this version to the collection!
HANDSOME BOY MODELING SCHOOL
So… How’s Your Girl?
I am so happy this is being reissued.
When it came out originally it was an
instant
classic, a
must-have for any
fan
of
hip-hop
& electronic
music, with
a
heavy
dose of famous cameo appearances..
Johnny Marr - Spirit, Power, & Soul
What’s better than new Johnny Marr
songs? New Johnny Marr songs being
remixed by Vince Clarke of Erasure, Depeche Mode, and Yaz!
...And You Will Know Us By The Trail
Of Dead - Madonna
Another very cool reissue this RSD, I’m
excited to hear what this album sounds
like on vinyl on our home system. A

KE.

KELSEY
EBERLE

Grateful Dead - Wembley Empire
Pool, London, England 4/8/72 (Live)
- One of the
most
well
known tours
of the Grateful Dead’s
life
span,
everyone is
in the zone
this
whole
run and the
shows turn
out
amazing, a great
must have
for any fan or
a great place
to start if you want to dive into the live
realm.

RICK ASTLEY - Whenever You Need
Somebody
Whenever you need somebody, the
35th anniversary of
this album
will
bring
the love to
you.
You
don’t have
to say you
love it, but
we
know
you do. I’m
never gonna give up
on Rick Astley.

Jerry Garcia Acoustic Band - Ragged
But Right - I love his acoustic work and
having a band behind it adds so much
more character and depth to the songs,
always plays lots of classics and old traditional songs.

ECHO & THE BUNNYMEN - B-Sides
and Live (2001 - 2005)
Rare recordings, live tracks, acoustic
versions - all the goodies from the new
wave legends available now in physical
form of an LP.

OADIES

RECORD STORE DAY 2022
“THE LIST”

THESE TITLES HAVE BEEN ‘BUMPED’ TO
THE RSD DROPS & CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY ON JUNE 18TH

SHOP WITH INDY CD
& VINYL ONLINE!

HUGE INVENTORY
FAST SHIPPING
CONVENIENT
PRE-ORDERS
EXCLUSIVES
PREVIEW CLIPS
CONTESTS
NEWS
EVENTS

MOBILE & DESKTOP

INDYCDANDVINYL.COM

ARTIST IN-STORES
& FUN EVENTS

Indy CD & Vinyl has had a 20-year history of bands and artists performing in the shop, as well as book signings and other fun events

Clockwise from top left: Mumford & Sons, Death Cab For
Cutie, Margot & The Nuclear So & So’s, Russian Circles
flyer, Martin Atkins & Steve Silver with staff, Hot Water
Music, Haste The Day, Jurassic 5 flyer
Photos by Greg ‘The Mayor’, Andy & Annie Skinner

TWENTY YEARS OF IN-STORE EVENTS
Thanks to all the bands and artists that have played in
our store, here is an incomplete list:

From top: Derek Hess & Kent
Smith, Baroness with staff,
Mumford & Sons with staff,
Courtney Barnett with staff,
Kids Day with Mr. Daniel,
Baroness

1200 - 78 RPM - Abigail Washburn
Action Jackson - Adam James Sorenson
Addison Agen - A.G. Tha Pharoah
Amy Ray (of Indigo Girls) - Anapparatus - Apollo Up!
Ares - Ari.Ari - Atmosphere - Baroness - Bears
Bears Of Blue River - Benny No Good - Billy Bragg
Black Cat Rebellion - Black Cloud Theory
Black Fabio - Bliss Nova - Blue Moon Revue
BORED - Brother Ali - Brother O’Brother
Brown Shoe - Burnt Ones - ByBye
Caleb McCoach - Cari Ray - Caroline Rose
Castle Oldchair - Charlie Don’t Surf
Chiaroschuro - Chiodos - Chives - Cities Of Noise
Cloakroom - Cold War Kids - Coolidge
Coup D’etat - Courtney Barnett - Crescent Ulmer
Crookshanks - Cults - Dappled Cities
David Peck - Deaf Poets - Death Cab For Cutie
Derek Hess - Devil To Pay - DJ Cool Hand Lex - DJ Helicon
DJ Indiana Jones - DJ Little Town - DJ Lockstar
DJ Metrognome - DMA (Archives, Jookabox)
Dorthia Cottrell (of Windhand) - Double B
Dream Chief - Emily Poe - Eric Alexander
Erin Osmon - Everthus The Deadbeats
Fake Problems - Five Year Mission - Flogging Molly
Forget Cassettes - Freddie T & The People
Ghost In Light - Glass Animals - Gypsy Moonshine
Haste The Day - Heather French Henry - Hero Jr
Hockey - Hot Water Music - How I Became The Bomb
Imagine Dragons - Irene & Reed - Jackola
Javelins - Jennie DeVoe - JJ Grey & Mofro - Jomberfox
Jonny NOS - Jurassic 5 - Kazuki - Kent Smith
Kid Primitive - Kid Quill - Kvlthammer - Lifesavas
Lol Tolhurst (of The Cure) - Lou Barlow - Loyal Divide
Lushes - Maggie Kubley - Man In Gray
Mandy Marie & The Cool Hand Lukes
Margot & The Nuclear So & So’s
Martin Atkins (of Pigface, Ministry, Killing Joke, PiL)
Matt Costa - Matt Mitchell Project
Matt Sharp (of Weezer) - Michael Raintree - Midwest
State Of Mind - Mike Reeb - Modoc
Moor & The Northmen (Moor.dub)
Mr. Clit & The Pink Cigarettes - Mr. Daniel - Mudkids
Mumford & Sons - Mystikos Quintet - Nebula
New Old Cavalry - NMKJeldsen - No Coast
North Mississippi All Stars - Odonis Odonis - Oreo Jones
P.O.S - Parking Lot Bandits - Party Lines
Peasant - Poly Action - Pope Adrian Bless
Pravada - Public Memory - Quiet Life - Raw McCartney
Razor Shines - Red Wanting Blue - Richard Edwards
Ricky Rat - Right Now - Ritual Howls - Rocketbot
Russian Circles - Rusty Redenbacher - San Dimas
Sanuk / Hotfox - Sarah Grain & The Billions of Stars
Second Hand Suits - Shadeland - Shimmercore
Shiny Toy Guns - Shirock - Sid Maudlin
Sir Coyler & His Asthmatic Band - Skypp - Slothpop
SM Wolf - Spacehooker - Stagnant Pools
Stereo Deluxe - Steve Earle - Steve Silver
Still Remains - Sweet Poison Victim - The Bonesetters
The Brothers Gross - The Carter Administration
The Chicago Typewriters - The Dap-Kings
The Farewell Audition - The Motion Sick
The Rev. Peyton’s Big Damn Band - The Zero Boys
Thelma & The Sleaze - ThePrezForeva
There Are Ghosts - Thunders - Tigernite
Time For Three - Tonos Triad - US Bastards - Veseria
Vista Blue - VV Torso - Why I Like Robins - Wife Patrol
Wolfy - Yo La Tengo - Youngblood Brass Band - zZz

IN-STORE CONCERT & EVENT PHOTOS
Clockwise from top left: Aryon Jones, Cold War Kids,
Amy Ray of Indigo Girls, Lou Barlow, Russian Circles,
Rev. Peyton’s Big Damn Band, Courtney Barnett
Photos by Alan Hague / Broad Ripple Gazette

HOROSCOPES WITH THE SPELL SISTERS
Spellsisters is a pair of soul mate friends
who are passionate about making astrology and tarot digestible and relatable for
everyone. Kelli & Hayley team up to provide uniquely laid back, fun, approachable
readings, inspiring people to discover their
own insights through blogs and online
guides at spellsisters.net.
HOROSCOPES FOR APRIL & MAY
Aries
March 21 - April 20
You’ve learned a lot these past few years,
about yourself, your relationships, and where
you really want to go in your life. It’s become
pretty hard to ignore that some of the stories
you believe about yourself are untrue. You’ve
had a moment, and it’s made you question
some of these stories you’ve told about yourself. Suddenly, your beliefs have changed and
you realize you’re no longer living that storyline and you no longer believe those things
about yourself. You’re ready to move on and
things simply feel different now, in a good
way, and you just don’t feel like being held
back anymore. Good. Perhaps it has occurred to you that your restrictions are obviously
self-imposed. April began with a New Moon
closely aligned, in your sign, to the “wounded
healer,” asteroid Chiron, and this energy is
persistent. This alignment brings that which
needs healing to the surface and exposes any
parts of yourself you feel ashamed of. You’ve
got a lot to do, and now that it’s clear where
self-sabotage has festered, you can begin to
release it. It’s the season of renewal; clear out
old energy and cleanse your spaces of shit
that’s just taking up space in your life. Accepting and owning the mistakes you’ve made in
the past opens space for you to shed whatever shame you’ve carried around. It’s time for
you to tell yourself a new story and the past
is exactly where the old ones belong. Leave
them there; you have new priorities. Spring
has sprung.
Taurus
April 20 - May 20
If you’re feeling like your head’s in the clouds,
that’s because it is, and don’t worry: it’s okay
to let yourself dream right now. As you look
around you this spring, it could feel like everyone is absolutely chaotic. You might be
overwhelmed with everyone else’s drama,
but it’s barely touching you. You’re just minding your own business. In April, a bunch of
planets hit your 12th house of subconsciousness and rest, so outside forces can barely
touch you. You are seriously just, like, in a little bubble, immune to other people’s bullshit right now. What would normally give you
so much anxiety is totally inconsequential to
you this month. For this, you can thank your
ability to prioritize rest and put yourself first.
Mid-April, the Full Moon in Libra is activating
for you, suddenly putting you in the spotlight
as we move into your similarly Venus-ruled
sign. Everything is coming together for you
this spring, and while you’re on an emotional
upswing, you could start to see a financial benefit, as well. It’s possible you’ll have a sudden
change of heart, especially when it comes to
your work, and especially-especially if your
work is creative in any way. We begin eclipse season with a Solar Eclipse in your sign at
the end of April. Genuinely, it is time for you to
shine. You’ve been taking a backseat for years,
and now, your chariot awaits.
Gemini
May 21 - June 20
You could find yourself feeling a little overwhelmed and under-prepared this spring, as your
inclination towards impulsiveness starts to
really take its toll on your daily habits and
routines. You are used to answering the call
when temptation beckons; it’s hard for you
not to say yes when something fun comes up.
But lately, you’ve been served a bit too much
and in turn, your responsibilities are piling up
as they seem to go unnoticed. You often do
just fine getting by and putting things off
until tomorrow. However, this spring, you’re
starting to feel like there are only so many
tomorrows and time is, although man-made,
unfortunately, a limited resource. The thing is,
your fantasies are legit and the fun is incredibly attainable. It’s just going to be a little bit of
a slap in the face when you finally have to face
it and take stock of what’s been piling up. You
can’t pretend that you don’t notice the rules
forever, and be aware that your shortcomings
are not going unnoticed. But you are incredibly blessed. You’ll get your second wind and
have the energy to navigate what’s been put
off. Just don’t let reading this be the permission you need to let yourself go. Reader, this
is not that permission. There’s no reason to
make the schemes you have to pull off even
more stressful.

Cancer
June 21 - July 22
Babe, are you okay? You’ve barely left the
bathtub. April feels overwhelming and while you’re no stranger to being deeply emotional, this feels different. This can be attributed to close encounters between your
ruler, the Moon, and the wounded healer,
Chiron. But also, things feel particularly
deep for you as we enter eclipse season. Early this spring, old traumas are rearing their
heads again, and the deep pains you thought you’d buried may have still been alive.
The call is coming from inside the house.
You’re wrecking yourself by holding onto a
played-out story that only you still believe.
What is it that you’re unwilling to let go of,
my love? It’s going to drag you down under with it unless you face it. In May, these
things come to a head, and you’re realizing
that you may have been too kind, too quiet,
too passive, and/or played as if you were
small. These transgressions against yourself could have been years ago, but there’s
still time to amend them. You’re not weak
or meek, and not only do you know it, so
do they. Playing small or burying your pain
doesn’t get you anywhere at all. Instead, it
just requires the issue to constantly resurface, again and again until you’re honest. You
can try to pretend, but you’re not actually
pretending. You’re not convincing anyone.
You’re just putting it off. Do you want to be
destroyed or do you want to destroy? You’re
going to get the opportunity to play both
sides.
Leo
July 23 - August 22
You are ready for whatever and this spring
is gifting you with tons of possibilities. You
can go in any direction right now; you just
have to pick a path. But this can bring up
some other issues because where the road
is open, the possibilities are endless. Although you feel totally wild and unbound, you
may be overwhelmed with the potential for
change. It’s hard to know where to go when
you can go anywhere. You have time to decide, though. Pay attention to how things
are making you feel, and bask in your success as your commitment to a certain goal
pays dividends. This might help you choose
your next steps. You’ve put tons of energy
into something and whatever it is, it deserves to be “born” or come to fruition. If you
want it to! You feel the urge to indulge in
making the best of the moment and you
might even turn over a new leaf to reconsider an old project you once abandoned. Life
may feel like it suddenly has new promise,
and there’s a bunch of evidence pointing
out new paths for you. What are you being
called to do? What do you want to do, just
for fun, without it needing to be profitable?
What are you willing to invest in without needing anything back? These are the things
that do end up being the most profitable in
the end.
Virgo
August 23 - September 22
This spring, it’s truer than ever for you that
you can make atomic changes that have a
massive impact. The shifts that seem to be
the easiest or most innocent bring about
the biggest and most powerful changes in
your life. You might feel like it’s almost too
easy, too obvious, or too clear, but it’s supposed to be that simple. Yeah, sometimes you
really can prevent disease by drinking more
water, lol–it is that easy! Even though you’re
skeptical, you feel ready for whatever and
super optimistic. While you love to rely on
the facts and feel like the only thing sacred
is the truth, you’re catching a rare-for-you,
slightly cosmic, and deeply fantastical vibe.
Kismet is real. You might just happen to
have your life changed by being in the right
place at the right time. A slight change in
your schedule could open up hours of free
time. You are not yourself this spring, and
that’s a good thing. Things feel easier. You
need to give yourself a little bit of a fairy tale
and let yourself play. Don’t limit yourself to
your responsibilities. Realize that everyone
(your boss included) calls off now and then
and there’s literally nothing wrong with a
mental health day. There’s been a paradigm
shift and let’s be real–you’ve seen what happens to your mental health when you neglect it.
Libra
September 23 - October 22
You’re ruled by Venus, which makes your
love of beauty a cornerstone of your personality. This spring, there are some lovely
Venusian shifts that have you unfurling like
a rose. You’ve changed. It’s time to let your
life change with you. If you have felt way

too busy lately, take a look at your calendar, and adjust your priorities as necessary.
Your habits and routines need a closer look.
Where do you place pressure upon yourself that needs a rest–where do you rest
when you need more pressure? Number
one: focus on your health. How are you feeling physically? It’s time for little check-in
and check-up. Are you sleeping well, caring
for your mental health, and, sorry, but this
is important: how’s your sex life and sexual
health? Right now, ignoring safe sex practices and skipping birth control would be a
mistake. Consider making appointments to
get tested. Call your doctor and tell them if
you’re concerned about anything. Regardless, you’re going to be vibing and thriving
and spring, and it’s really just important to
be taking care of yourself. It’s time for you to
ask for what you want and stop at nothing
to receive it. Several planets are conspiring
to bring love and beauty into your life and
there are no rules that say you shouldn’t get
to enjoy the fruits of your own labor.
Scorpio
October 23 - November 21
Your routines are getting a healthy adjustment this spring as bad habits are exposed
and you make way for new ones. You’ve
been so productive these past few months
and now more than ever, you can totally see
how diligence pays off. Now, it’s time for you
to make your dreams a reality, and that comes more naturally now that you’re leaning
into what makes you feel inspired. It’s helping
everything simply fall into place around you.
This winter, you were busy setting up some
new boundaries, and once again, you should
thank yourself for your diligence. It isn’t
always easy to feel restricted and you’re prone
to solving problems through additional effort.
You’ve always thought the answer to feeling
restricted was to work harder. Sometimes
hard work is the answer, but right now, it’s
more important for you to make sure you’re
mindful of the pressure you put on yourself
to perform. Don’t bite off more than you can
chew. It looks worse to over-promise and under-deliver than it does the other way around.
It could feel like you’re not making progress,
but that’s just because your perception is
skewed. Zoom out and you’ll see that there’s
no need for you to break. You’re not alone
here–the need to be more productive than
feels comfortable doesn’t really drive results
at the end of the day. This is simply a symptom of a bigger problem. Maybe you truly
just don’t have enough time to get it all done.
That doesn’t mean you’re not good enough; it
just means that there literally are not enough
hours in the day for you to live up to your own
pressure. Offload. Delegate. You’ve made impossible things happen in the past but maybe
it doesn’t have to be so hard.
Sagittarius
November 22 - December 21
How does the saying go? Diamonds can
only be formed through years of extreme
pressure. Consider yourself a diamond and
be proud that you can take all that you’ve
been put through recently. And then, take
a step back and recognize the power that
it takes to be able to undergo suck pressure. Tap in. It’s time for you to feel seen
again and be busy in the ways that matter
to you. What you’re feeling is a renaissance, and although it hasn’t come easy, your
revival is so incredibly deserved. You’re not
going to feel like a pariah anymore. Venus
has entered Pisces, lighting up your house
of socializing, giving you the potential to
shift your social status in ways that might
seem surprising to you. You haven’t felt like
yourself and now that you’re snapping back
into your body, you’re hit with the sudden
recognition that you have settled. Turn that
pariah into a messiah, because you know
what you’re worth. You’ll find that when you
make demands about what you expect and
what you’ll accept, you get back twice what
you’re asking. And now that you’re back to
experiencing your emotions in real-time,
it’s clear that you need more passion. You’re
not one to rest on your laurels and be okay
with boredom and mediocrity. This spring,
you’re being called to fully explore and step
into your sexual, sensual self without any
shame or fear, so finding the relationships
that feel safe for that is major. There are tons
of people who want nothing more than to
fulfill all your desires, and perhaps you already know them. Don’t be afraid to say what
you want or to really examine what you’re
turned on by. Downplaying your sexuality is
out, honey.
Capricorn
December 22 - January 19
You’re at your best when everything is going

according to your plans. You prefer to keep it
simple and everyone appreciates your natural
ability to stay on top of it all. And you’re excellent at keeping it all together and somehow
pulling off the impossible–even when you’re
ultra overwhelmed, you’re usually able to
stay grounded even in moments of instability. What this means is that throughout your
life, you’ve adapted to get everything done by
any means necessary, becoming a wise confidante and sounding board for people in your
inner circle. You’ve been operating at max capacity, dealing with unforeseen change and
piling everyone else’s problems on top of your
own, but hat you need right now, is to bring
everything back down to earth. You need to
revisit your homebase this spring and really take an inventory of what makes you feel
like you’re stable. As an earth sign, you have a
deep desire to stay grounded and nestle back
down into your home. But remember, home
isn’t always a place. This spring’s astrological
events could be dredging up some feelings
of displacement for you, but they’re also impacting areas of your life that feel fated. These
cosmic occurrences are giving you a chance
to create a new routine that helps you feel
more grounded and prioritize your own personal wellness. You’re more in touch with
yourself than you have been in a long time,
and it’s likely new ideas are lighting you up
with new ideas. Just be sure not to overreact
to the changes. Give yourself a chance to love
something new.
Aquarius
January 20 - February 18
You feel most like yourself when you’re in situations that make you feel empowered to
be different, and it’s even better when your
uniqueness is celebrated. You have a special
intuitive connection these next few months
and as you’re able to tune in deeper to your
emotions, you are providing insights and
guidance that are deeply valued by those
in your inner circle. You don’t blend in, and
no matter how “other” you may feel, you’re
being truly seen and appreciated for who
you are this spring. You’re like a magnet for
personal growth by way of expansive experiences and even financial increases. You
are being called to love and accept yourself
as you are and realize that you no longer
need to carry a shield to protect yourself.
While you might consider your other-ness
to be a shortcoming that has traditionally
made you feel like the odd one out, your
peers have always considered you to be a
lighthouse. In turn, it’s possible that at times, your apprehension has been read by
people around you as iciness. You’re simply
not nearly as guarded as people think. Feel
into your softness, especially as several planets move into Pisces early this spring, and
extend compassion to the parts of yourself
that you haven’t always totally accepted.
Later this spring, abundance will flow easily
and more naturally as your inner landscape
becomes less rocky. Your personal wellbeing and the routines that support it have
been getting a makeover and you’re getting
a second chance to listen to your creative
impulses. You are safe to dip your toes into
fully exposing who you are.
Pisces
February 19 - March 20
It’s becoming increasingly more clear to you
over the next few months that the feelings
you’ve been avoiding are actually the ones
you need to pay the most attention to. What
may surface as a wound will actually be the
greatest gift. It may not look like much to
begin with, but this light at the end of the
tunnel seems to grow, and you’re beginning
to reemerge from what may have felt like
total darkness. You may not have even tried
or been aware that you were starting to heal,
but even so, you’re excavating and learning
to nurture a deeper connection with yourself. Things have been moving pretty slow
and you’re not exactly thrilled to have your
emotions on display, but it’s suddenly apparent that you don’t deserve to experience
such intense scrutiny. It’s time to reconsider
your commitments, especially the ones that
make you feel less-than. Is there a corner of
your life that’s being neglected? If you’re feeling judged or unseen, consider what it is
that pulls you back into this situation. You no
long need to participate in or be available for
people, jobs, or situations that make you feel
crazy. Your intuitive nature is rooted deeply
as part of your personality and you’re meant
to tread where others are afraid to go. This
spring you’re granted the gift of connecting
with yourself more on a spiritual level. Where
are things not lining up for you in your waking life? It’s time to abandon situations that
make you feel far apart from who you are.
SPELLSISTERS.NET

ANNIE’S WORD SEARCH

ANDY’S RECORD STORE DAY MUSIC CROSSWORD

ANNIE’S WORD SEARCH

ANNIE’S RECORD STORE DAY MUSIC WORD SEARCH

ALICE IN CHAINS RICK ASTLEY BELL BIV DEVOE DAVID BOWIE CHILDISH GAMBINO
MILES DAVIS GRATEFUL DEAD JAZZ SABBATH MOTORHEAD STEVIE NICKS NICO
PIXIES PRINCE RAMONES TAYLOR SWIFT VIKTOR VAUGHN

INDY CD & VINYL HAS DITCHED PLASTIC BAGS!
Just in time for Earth Day this year, Indy CD & Vinyl
used their last plastic shopping bag! Opting instead for paper shopping bags and reusable tote
bags, the store is doing its best to limit one-timeuse plastic waste.
Sales of the logo reusable tote bags (only $3.00
each at the cash register) will generate money
to be donated to local charity Keep Indianapolis
Beautiful (kibi.org) to help support their beautiﬁcation projects in town.

INDY CD & VINYL UNVEILS NEW LINE OF CLEANERS
Indy CD & Vinyl recently unveiled their own
line of vinyl cleaning supplies, including
these cool-looking bottles of ‘Black Magic’
cleaning solution and branded lint-free
cloths pre-moistened with the anti-static
Black Magic cleaning solution.
Other than heavy-duty cleaning requiring
our machines at the shop, this is all you
need to keep your records clean of debris
and dust for a lifetime of play!

WE BUY VINYL!
• HAVE A COLLECTION?
• NEED MORE ROOM?
• WANT TO TRADE?
• GOT GRANDMA’S LPS?
• CLEANING THE ATTIC?

2022’s TOP SELLERS FOR LPs & CDs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

MAC MILLER “CIRCLES”
FLEETWOOD MAC “RUMOURS”
LOST IN TRANSLATION SNDTRK
LIFE AQUATIC SOUNDTRACK
LUMINEERS “LUMINEERS”
CAGE THE ELEPHANT
“MELOPHOBIA”
CHILDISH GAMBINO “BECAUSE
THE INTERNET”
KANYE WEST “MBDTF”
TAYLOR SWIFT “FOLKLORE”
NIRVANA ”NEVERMIND”
KANYE WEST “COLLEGE
DROPOUT”
TAME IMPALA “CURRENTS”
ARCTIC MONKEYS “AM”
MADVILLAIN “MADVILLAINY”
MT. JOY “MT. JOY”
TOOL “FEAR INOCULUM (BOX)”
CHILDISH GAMBINO “AWAKEN
MY LOVE”
KENDRICK LAMAR “GOOD KID
M.A.A.D. CITY”
BEATLES “ABBEY ROAD”
JACK WHITE “FEAR OF THE
DAWN”
CAGE THE ELEPHANT “TELL ME
I’M PRETTY“
GRETA VAN FLEET “BATTLE AT
GARDEN’S GATE”
TYLER THE CREATOR “IGOR”
GHOST “IMPERA”
RADIOHEAD “THE BENDS”

LPs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
“UNLIMITED LOVE”
TYLER THE CREATOR “WOLF”
THE WEEKND “DAWN FM”
KANYE WEST “GRADUATION”
TYLER THE CREATOR “IGOR”
DEFTONES “AROUND THE FUR”
KANYE WEST “MBDTF”
TYLER THE CREATOR “CHERRY
BOMB”
GRETA VAN FLEET “FROM THE
FIRES”
TYLER THE CREATOR “SCUM F*CK
FLOWER BOY”
FRANK OCEAN “CHANNEL ORANGE”
SPOON “LUCIFER ON THE SOFA”
GHOST “IMPERA”
JOHN MELLENCAMP “STRICTLY A
ONE-EYED JACK”
BEACH HOUSE “ONCE TWICE
MELODY”
HOZIER “HOZIER”
RADIOHEAD “THE BENDS”
MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE “BLACK
PARADE”
IDKHBTFM “1981 EXTENDED PLAY”
SILK SONIC “AN EVENING WITH”
TRIBE CALLED QUEST “MIDNIGHT
MARAUDERS”
SZA “CTRL”
DAVID BOWIE “HUNKY DORY”
TAME IMPALA “SLOW RUSH”
DEFTONES “DIAMOND EYES”

CDs

WE WILL BUY YOUR RECORDS!
EMAIL: WEBUYVINYL@INDYCDANDVINYL.COM
SURF: INDYCDANDVINYL.COM/WEBUYVINYL
CALL: 317-259-1012 ...OR JUST STOP IN THE SHOP!

WE BUY VINYL!
SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE!
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